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Speak to voice translator app



117 Text translation languages54Speedlings for voice translationCheck available languagesO-technical® speech recognition technology supportsThe best-performance voice recognition significantly increases the speed of your translationsThe language for text-to-text mode if you don't know the language of the source
text, select Detect language from listiCloud® integrationHasie of your translations is synchronized in all your apple® devicesSelect settings Call a male or female voice and its speedUse translations and serve as an offline phrase book. OFFLINE MODE Translate text offline between 10 languages Languages supported
offline MoreADS-FREE TRANSLATION EXPERIENCESpeak &amp; Translate supports 54 languages for voice translation and 117 languages for text translation. In the following table, you can view the full list of languages and translation modes supported for each language. LanguageVoice on voiceText to textVoice to
text Show AllMinimize This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Speak &amp;amp; Translate is an indispensable voice and text translator that allows you to communicate effectively in every corner of the globe. EXCELLENT TRANSLATION OPTIONS:* Brand new Apple Watch app* New snap
mode: Just take a picture of any text or object you want to translate!* Support for Apple speech recognition technology - real-time voice recognition significantly increases the speed of your translations* 117 text translation languages* 54 voice translation languages* Language detection for text-to-text mode: if you don't
know what is the language of the source text, select Recognize language from language list* iCloud integration: your translation history is synchronized on all your Apple devices* Voice settings: choose male or female voice and its speedNote: The free version may be subject to restrictions (e.g. number of daily
translations) and restrictions may change. Parts of the service translated by Microsoft®. Parts of the service translated by Google ™. Speech-to-speech translations are supported between: Arabic, Basque, Catalan, Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin, Taiwanese), Czech, Danish, Dutch (Netherlands), English (Australian,
Canadian, Indian, United Kingdom, USA), Finnish, French, French (Canada), Galician, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Moldovan, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Portuguese (Brazil), Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish , Spanish (Mexican), Swedish, Thai, Turkish.
Speech translations to text are supported between:Afrikaans, Bulgarian, Croatian, Filipino, Icelandic, Latin, Lithuanian, Malay, Farsi, Serbian, Slovenian, Ukrainian, Vietnamese, zulu.text translations are supported among 117 languages, check out the list of languages, visit developer website link ( . Get Speak
&amp;amp; Translate Premium and enjoy: - Unlimited translations - Offline mode for text translations ad-free translation Choose from a variety of subscription options. Our standard subscription options are: Speak and Translate Premium1-month subscription - subscription $5,991-$69.99 * Subscription payments will be
charged to your iTunes account upon confirmation of your purchase and after the start of each renewal period. A subscription with a free trial period is automatically renewed to a paid subscription. You can cancel your subscription or free trial in iTunes settings at least 24 hours before the end of the free trial period.
Cancellation will take effect the day after the last day of the current subscription period and you will be transferred to the free service. * Please note that the unused portion of the free trial period (if offered) will be forfeited when you purchase a premium subscription during the free trial period. For full access to all Speak
&amp; Translate features, you'll need to allow access to the following features:*Location —to enable automatic language selection for your host country when traveling.*Microphone and speech recognition —so that speech-to-speech translations work.*Notifications — so you can be informed about new app features and
interesting language facts. EULA: Policy: November 24, 2020 version 5.0.13 – General bug fixes as well as improved experience and performance. Thank you for using Speak &amp;amp; Translate! We are constantly working to improve our app – if you like Speak &amp; Translate, we would appreciate it if you would
write us a review. I bought the app for a year. It works great some words are gone, but you can get an idea of what they say. I use it a lot at work. My work area is predominantly Chinese and I don't speak a word. I'm not even Chinese, but I can have conversations with people. Once I get their dialect (tangerine) worked
well. I'll say it, people need to talk slowly, it helps a lot. Talking fast makes some words unrecognizable. I noticed she wants the right dialect, and don't ask anyone to drink too much. I have never used the writing part of this app so I can't give a review. But talking on the phone works great. On more thing for developers
when I click on the icon asks me if I want a trial, but I have already paid for a year. Thanks good work. I bought this app a while ago, a couple of years back paid $39 or something like that. At the time it was fine, I was in Germany and needed speech to speech translators &amp; it came with an offline speech to speech
translation version with many other features that was crucial to be able to talk jerky broken German through this app that some give confused looks but after a quick read most can decipher its meaning but don't understand many dialects or any slang. It's one for one translator. It sometimes doesn't capture some accents
like my thick Texas accent. But it was below par start with and now I'm back in Germany and pull my expensive translator to find out all the features I once had are now hustled at $6.99 a month after the high initial cost of buying this app that was sub par to start I don't see any more to add to the features except what I
used to already get when I bought the app. What justifies the price of extortion after I have already paid a premium price at the initial purchase &amp; now I do not understand what I have already paid for. Could also use google the same translation it's free and works approximately the same, especially if you have to be
online now We're sorry you're unhappy, but we offer more than one app, you installed the wrong app and you need to reinstall it from your purchase history. I love this app because sometimes my grammar double not all the time, but sometimes she kind of has trouble understanding the words and she knows Hindi which
is the main language of India so I like this app and it really helps I want you to create more apps that I would love to load and it's a good app for people to translate voice and it also helps to understand if you do not know the language thank you, and if you have more applications just send reminders and how to spell a
wonderful time and whoever gets my reviews have a wonderful time and I hope to give you a trade thank you and that's all I want to say Thank you very much for your review! The developer, Apalon Apps, did not provide Apple with details of its privacy and data processing practices. For more information, see the
developer's privacy policy. The developer will need to provide privacy details when submitting the next app update. Developer Website Support Website Privacy Translator offers more than 40 languges, including: English, Deutsch, Nederlands, Dansk, Español, Français, Hrvatski, Italiano, Pусский, Magyar, Norsk
bokmål, Polski, Português, Bahasa Melayu, Indonesia, Tiĝng Viĝt, Türkçe, Català, Română, Verb, Suomi, Svenska, Czech, 粵, ののの, 2 ליררא מ מ  Translator offers more than 40 languges, including: English, Deutsch, Nederlands, Dansk , Español, Français, Hrvatski, Italiano , Pусский, Magyar, Norskmål, Polski,
Português, Bahasa Melayu, Indonesia, Tiĝng Viĝt, Türkçe, Català, Română, Slovenčina, Suomi, Svenska, Czech, 粵ののの, ييبربلا לירלל , ממ  , Ελληνικ, украのнська Miracle WordLens Google Translates Thanks to the supercomputers in our pockets and wrists, the language barrier is no longer much of an obstacle.
Check out the eight best translation apps for travel in 2019. (By the way: if you're looking for a job while you travel the world, check out these remote job opportunities.) 1. iTranslate Voice 3 Ever wanted a professional translator without a hefty price? iTranslate Voice 3 enables magical voice communication between
languages. Simply talk to your phone and the app will translate, and talk that sentence into one 42 languages. 2. Google Translate Probably the most popular of all language services, Google Translate web platform, iOS apps and Android apps are constantly innovation. Their specified translation feature supports 103
different languages, 52 of which continue to work offline (ideal for your off-network travel plans). The real zinger is its ever-expanding Word Lens feature, which prompts users to aim their phone's camera at a nearby sign or piece of text. Word Lens then transforms the original image with an OVERlay of AR text in the
user's preferred language. 3. SayHi No typing is required when using SayHi - simply speak to your device and the app translates and then overwrites the message your counterpart will see and hear. SayHi has 90 languages and dialects covered, and even allows you to choose the speed at which your translated voice
will be expressed. 4. TextGrabber Listening to someone speak another language can be quite daunting, but reading menus, street signs and electronic manuals in other languages is often downright Herculean task. TextGrabber lets you direct your phone's camera to the erratic text in front of you and instantly translates it
into the language of your choice. 5. Microsoft Translator Offers both enterprise and consumer versions, Microsoft Translator is probably the most versatile choice on the market. Users can enter text that they want to translate, speak aloud, or say an image that contains text. The translator is also available as a Smartwatch
app, for both iOS and Android, making it easily accessible to travelers on the go. 6. Waygo Never Eat Ant Egg Soup by accident again. Waygo focuses on image recognition and instantly translates tags and menus from Chinese, Japanese and Korean into English. 7. MyLingo For native Spanish speakers who want to
make an English-language film, your theatrical options are quite rare. MyLingo aims to fix that – they've partnered with Sony, Paramount, and Disney to bring real-time translation to cinemas. 8. TripLingo Application from TripLingo has a more holistic approach by digging deep into the nuances of local customs, etiquette
and slang. In addition to voice translator, the app offers currency converters, cards and quizzes, a cultural meltdown course, and four levels of slang full of basic expressions and phrases. Phrase.
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